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Address VERESCENCE SOMME 
(former SGD - Verreries de la Somme) 
ZI route de Vauchelles 
BP 504 
80143 Abbeville cedex

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The Verreries de la Somme plant has specialized in decorating (or finishing) flasks bottles and jars since its creation in 1982.

Its business approach has mirrored that of the Verreries de l’Orne site in terms of terms of health, safety, environment, quality and productivity. The
plant is equipped with cutting-edge machines for glass decorating and can yield an annual production of 170 million flasks and jars decorated to the
specifications of the biggest brands in perfumery and cosmetics, but also for pharmaceutical laboratories. In the perfume and cosmetics business, the
art of the flask also resides in the creativity of the decorative features and packaging design. It is why the Verreries de la Somme plant remains at the
forefront of glass bottles finishing to offer its clients innovative processes each and every day.
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